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 AGENDA



WHAT WE’RE TALKING 
ABOUT TODAY: 

Why the shift to meaningful marketing?

How should marketers think about this?

What can marketers do?

Where should marketers go to connect?



























WHY 
IS THIS HAPPENING
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?

For starters, Intrusive ads 

are so 2015…





NOTES:  As marketers, we’ve been racing around the internet, chasing after our consumers only to run into them at the wrong moment, oftentimes with the wrong message. It’s time to shift away from intrusive, interruptive ads and use the power of technology to get back to what matters most.
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CONSUMERS ARE CHANGING




Desktop display
is expected to 
decline almost 

5%

EVERY YEAR 
UNTIL 2020

More than half 
of smartphone 
owners check their devices within

15

MINUTES OF
WAKING UP

Source: IHS, OfCam-UK 

There are

1B

ACTIVE 

WEBSITES…

1.5M

APPS

…and





The reality is – consumers have changed. Consumption habits have shifted (move to Social and/or App based – less open web); move from what seems like an unlimited number of sites (actually ~1.03b) to a finite number of apps (1.5m in App Store) that are utilized on high regularity (around 3% of apps are actively used within a month from download – Appsflyer/eMarketer). More than half of smartphone owners check their devices within 15 minutes of waking up (Ofcam – UK), Desktop display is expected to decline almost 5% every year until 2020 (IHS), . But we (marketers) keep doing much of the same thing. 
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IT’S TIME TO 
CATCH UP










It is time to catch up to these consumers with a relevant message that is welcomed and appreciated, in the right environment, at the right point in their digital consumption.  
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of internet users feel like an animated

banner ad is disruptive

70%
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Source: Eyeo / eMarketer 201989 

The Shift to 

Meaningful marketing







Nearly 70% of internet users feel like an animated banner ad is disruptive (Eyeo / eMarketer 201989) – some of these are just terrible ads, but more of this is because the user is inundated with ads. For too long marketers have practiced a spray and pray approach in delivering eyeballs/impressions in hopes of getting clicks and congratulating themselves on the success. Consumers are tired of the disruption. There is a desire for more value. The rise of programmatic has the promise to be able to effectively buy audiences instead of individual sites. This is a great approach, but it may be too late as audiences shift their consumption habits and employ their own technology for a better experience.
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ASK AND YE SHALL RECEIVE?



RISE OF AD BLOCKING: AS HIGH AS 15% OF U.S. POPULATION
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The biggest technology consumers are employing is ad blocking – in fact ~15% of the population has ad blocking enabled.

And most recently publishers are responding to try to counteract with messages, pleading with consumers to disable their ad blockers for the site’s content, but is this attempt to appeal to the consumer’s senses the best approach? Or should the publishers (and advertisers) just be offering better ads? With 64% of ad blocking millennials say they do so because the page is cluttered and the ads are disruptive, my opinion is we, as an industry, need to offer better, more meaningful ads. 



(http://nativeadvertising.com/study-so-how-exactly-do-millennials-feel-about-in-feed-ads/ ) 
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Pop-up poll
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And now, we have a poll. I’ll pass it over to Adam for a moment.
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HOW SHOULD MARKETERS 
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THINK ABOUT THIS?

BASIC PRINCIPLES STILL MATTER





But How should marketers be thinking about the opportunity for more meaningful marketing?
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Remember 

The value

exchange
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?





Publishers, and marketers, need to Remember the Value Exchange. If we’re seeking a consumer’s attention we need to think about what we are giving them in return. Slapping them in the face with a logo, a pitiful call to action to Click Here, or even an offer that is not relevant and not interesting, we are not doing our job. We are not providing value. And consumers will only continue to respond with ad blockers and ultimately shift their content consumption experience to a new channel, new platform, that does not interrupt their experience. Disruption is okay, but interruption is just rude. 
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Follow them 
through the 
funnel





I believe this is not limited to just the top of the funnel around awareness and intent (and discovery), but throughout the funnel. Too often we force the conversion with impersonal closing language which can dissuade a consumer from actually converting, or worse motivate them to switch to a competing company. 
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Data doesn’t just inform
where you place an ad 
but what you say, too





Types of engagement: entertainment to deals/savings to education to inspiration

Think about what the message of the ad and ultimately the campaign is and where the value is provided. Is it through a deal or an offer, are you educating someone on newly available services or a new product, is the ad trying to engage the consumer through some type of entertainment value, or is it about trying to inspire the consumer ultimately tying in to favorability with the brand or increasing affinity? Through much of the data driven approach, I regularly see ads that miss the mark. As an industry we do such a great job of utilizing the data for planning and targeting and optimizing, but the messages we are promoting are by and large not leveraging the data in a smart and impactful way. 
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What can marketers do?
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Look for signals





What are some of the signals we can utilize to not just target, but provide the meaningful marketing?
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context
IS king





I believe that Context plays a huge role in connecting with the consumer and not being interruptive – the context of the page or app, the context of what they are doing online at that time, and the context of the environment (where somebody is or where they’ve been), 



You can and you should leverage long-standing, but recently advanced/improved digital tactics



Seeing new advancements in audience segmentation (identifying and driving awareness, creating look-alike audiences), remarketing (or developing prospects), and ultimately driving conversion (either through actual purchase, foot traffic, lead generation, etc.). When you factor in the consumers context these tactics can be a boon for your campaigns success
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Where they go,

Go there, too



There are over





3.3b

smartphones in

the world today

with an expected

5B

By 2018











Digging in to one element of the context that I believe is worthy of additional discussion is Location (where they’re at, where they’ve been)



Look to employ location data for geobehavioral and audience profiling. There are over 3.3b smartphones in the world (IHS 2015) with an expected 5b by 2018. These devices are incredibly powerful supercomputers that just so happen to also be great at identifying their location for the consumer. And for savvy marketers.



Understanding where someone goes 5 days a week from 8-6, where they are between the 8-7, you get a good picture of where some works and lives. Look a little deeper at the patterns and you’re able to provide highly relevant messages to consumers as they go about their day. Whether it is conquesting a regular gym goer or targeting a unique refinancing offer for people who live in a particular neighborhood. Layer in the ability to verify in real-time when someone is exposed to (or ideally engaged with an) ad and actually walks into that gym, bank, restaurant, or specific store, the customer is not only happy with a good experience, but as marketers you’re getting the best look at ROAS.
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Get interested

In their interests









Another area for exploration is tapping in to the consumers interests. Whether it is a matter who they follow or like on particular social platform, it can be critical to engage with these consumers through paid media. With 45 minutes a day on average spent perusing social feeds, promoting simple posts to full on interactive experiences on social channels based on interests (what they’ve opted in for, following – brands or influencers) is a great way to be a part of the conversation without being a distraction. 
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Their research Behavior
says a lot





Behavior (what they’ve discovered via search or navigation)

Another area to consider is to identify consumers that in the research or discovery phase. 



Oftentimes this can be equated to search engine marketing, but it is really much bigger. It could be a matter of retargeting based on what people are researching, where consumers are searching on a site or in an app (not just on a traditional search engine, but maybe like a gadget blog where someone is researching a new smartphone) as they search for specific topics or phrases on the various properties they are segment, and can ultimately be retargeted. Or it could be a series of recent behavorial activities that have bucketed them in to a type of category for intent or interest. These are straightforward “signals” that can be tapped into for smarter, and more meaningful advertising.
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Where should marketers look to connect?

Find meaningful moments







I talked about where consumers are shifting, why marketers need to follow, and some of the signals that can be utilized, so let’s talk about some specific areas where you can connect with these consumers. 
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reward
your

customer
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Take advantage of opportunity to reward the consumer with something; used to be offer up desktop wallpapers, custom avatars; today you can reward someone with a tangible item that can be measured. Take for example digital coupons – installed to Google or Apple Wallet through an ad. Not only do 90% of smartphone users have location-based services enabled on their phone (Pew/eMarketer 204256), new advancements can allow marketers to actually alert consumers via the pass or coupon when they are in close proximity to a particular location. 



And in an effort to be as relevant as possible, think about updating the offer once it has expired. Or even encourage someone to install the pass or card knowing that it will be updated. I’d love to have weekly offers pushed to me without even having to request it. Automation for the people.



With less than ¼ of users believing that mobile ads provide useful information or deals according to Gfk MRI (emarketer 204287) but the majority (nearly 60% - vibes) saying they have a more positive view of retailers that provide mobile wallet content, this is just one great opportunity to deliver on this desire and see not only positive sentiment increase, but your sales too.
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Connect through

narrative





Another area to consider is branded content (tell a story that matters)



Our lives today are incredibly complex and as new technologies become available, even as consumers we sometimes are baffled, yet fascinated by the intricacies. Part of what makes humans human is our ability to tell and interpret stories. We take the complex and simplify. We take the unknown and create a narrative we can accept. Because we’ve been exposed to stories all our lives, we are attracted, and have a desire for them. As you see more brands intermingling their owned, earned, and paid media, there is a massive opportunity to satisfy this consumer desire for stories. 



Think native, particularly on mobile devices, where nearly 52% of all mobile display advertising is native (IHS), and expected to be over 63% of mobile, nearly $54b by 2020. Though today the overwhelming majority of native ads are inherently cross-platform.



Native ads are accepted, particularly by millennials, as shown in a Sharethrough study late last year that actually had 58% of millennials preferring native ads over other types of ads. 

Across the different types of Native ads, Branded content is one of the best at delivering a great user experience, but for marketers it also escapes ad blockers due to its content like nature and integration with the publisher’s page. When done right, this type of advertising can be more trusting, and ultimately lead to success with time spent with the brand, increased awareness, and driving consumers deeper into the next stages of the sales funnel. 
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Leverage the power of 
social video







hours of video watched daily on Facebook alone

100M 

Source: eMarketer 









How about leveraging the power of social video? What started as very much text and evolved to more pictures, has very quickly become full of sight and motion – video has overtaken our content consumption with US adults spending nearly 70 minutes daily of video consumption (eMarketer 207887) and over 100 million hours of video watched daily on Facebook alone, and it just continues to grow, video has become the norm. And in a world where we are inundated with boring, uninteresting, and untargeted content, an engaging and relevant video can stop someone in their thumb-scrolling.



An area of particular excitement to consider, and next evolution of video, is LIVE video, which seemed to explode last year with Periscope, and more recently Facebook and even YouTube is starting roll out some additional functionality. Somewhat related is Snapchat, while not necessarily live, is short-lived by nature so it does a good job of capitalizing on consumers’ increasing FOMO. Even more straightforward video spots are getting great reach, great response, and great results on social channels when appropriate targeting is utilized.





Social channels (sight + motion – images, video, live video)
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Ride The wave of

Search & discovery





Social has been the biggest to date in how people share, and interact with one another and with brands – from following as a fan, to writing reviews, to voicing complaints or praise. 



Starting to see more automation with increased intelligence, Rise of Conversation-as-a-Platform – whether is it through personal digital assistants you can speak to like a Siri, Cortana, or Alexa, or even the recent rise of bots (but the good kind) where the AI is able to understand text based commands, utilize connections in to other platforms and systems to compute and provide value. If I flick my wrist and say “Hey Siri” a simple search will begin that may tap in to Microsoft Bing or Wolfram Alpha or more. There are multiple touchpoints and integrations, plus these AI systems are getting smarter to the point that not only do they understand human language syntax, but they’re also starting to get predictive. Definitely a space to watch, that does inter-mingle social and search. 



Last year around this time searches on mobile devices surpassed desktop. For now, it makes sense to ensure you have a good paid search partner, and also you are strategic in your social media – both in your presence and management, as well as your paid social strategy to ensure that as people are on the social platforms you’re providing timely and relevant messages that help promote, excite, and convert consumers. 
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What are some

key takeaways?





So what are some key takeaways. 
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FOLLOW THE

AUDIENCE

Let’s recap

LOOK FOR

SIGNALS

FOCUS ON

VALUE





Follow the audience: focus on mobile platforms, as well as emerging cross-device opportunities for future media



Look at the signals: identify areas to utilize for personalization and relevance



Focus on value: create compelling ads that enhance the experience









Questions?
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What is the most effective way to be relevant,   
but not intrusive in your digital advertising?




Geo-specific messaging




Retargeted dynamic creative 




Branded content 




Auto-play videos with captions
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